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Abstract

We present techniques for scaling Swin Transformer [35]

up to 3 billion parameters and making it capable of training

with images of up to 1,536×1,536 resolution. By scaling up

capacity and resolution, Swin Transformer sets new records

on four representative vision benchmarks: 84.0% top-1 ac-

curacy on ImageNet-V2 image classification, 63.1 / 54.4

box / mask mAP on COCO object detection, 59.9 mIoU on

ADE20K semantic segmentation, and 86.8% top-1 accuracy

on Kinetics-400 video action classification. Our techniques

are generally applicable for scaling up vision models, which

has not been widely explored as that of NLP language mod-

els, partly due to the following difficulties in training and

applications: 1) vision models often face instability issues

at scale and 2) many downstream vision tasks require high

resolution images or windows and it is not clear how to ef-

fectively transfer models pre-trained at low resolutions to

higher resolution ones. The GPU memory consumption is

also a problem when the image resolution is high. To ad-

dress these issues, we present several techniques, which are

illustrated by using Swin Transformer as a case study: 1)

a post normalization technique and a scaled cosine atten-

tion approach to improve the stability of large vision mod-

els; 2) a log-spaced continuous position bias technique to

effectively transfer models pre-trained at low-resolution im-

ages and windows to their higher-resolution counterparts.

In addition, we share our crucial implementation details

that lead to significant savings of GPU memory consump-

tion and thus make it feasible to train large vision mod-

els with regular GPUs. Using these techniques and self-

supervised pre-training, we successfully train a strong 3

billion Swin Transformer model and effectively transfer it

to various vision tasks involving high-resolution images or

windows, achieving the state-of-the-art accuracy on a vari-

ety of benchmarks. Code will be available at https://

*Equal. †Project lead. Ze, Yutong, Zhuliang, Zhenda, Yixuan, Jia are

long-term interns at MSRA.
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Figure 1. In order to better scale model capacity and window res-

olution, several adaptions are made on the original Swin Trans-

former architecture (V1): 1) a post-norm to replace the previous

pre-norm configuration; 2) a scaled cosine attention to replace the

original dot product attention; 3) a log-spaced continuous relative

position bias approach to replace the previous parameterized ap-

proach. Adaptions 1) and 2) make the model easier to be scaled

up in capacity. Adaption 3) makes the model more effectively

transferred across window resolutions. The adapted architecture

is named Swin Transformer V2.

github.com/microsoft/Swin-Transformer.

1. Introduction

Scaling up language models has been incredibly success-

ful. It significantly improves a model’s performance on lan-

guage tasks [13, 16, 37, 38, 40, 41] and the model demon-

strates amazing few-shot capabilities similar to that of hu-

man beings [6]. Since the BERT large model with 340 mil-

lion parameters [13], language models are quickly scaled

up by more than 1,000 times in a few years, reaching 530

billion dense parameters [38] and 1.6 trillion sparse param-

eters [16]. These large language models are also found to
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possess increasingly strong few-shot capabilities akin to hu-

man intelligence for a broad range of language tasks [6].

On the other hand, the scaling up of vision models has

been lagging behind. While it has long been recognized

that larger vision models usually perform better on vision

tasks [19,48], the absolute model size was just able to reach

about 1-2 billion parameters very recently [11,18,28,44,65].

More importantly, unlike large language models, the exist-

ing large vision models are applied to the image classifica-

tion task only [11, 44, 65].

To successfully train large and general vision model, we

need to address a few key issues. Firstly, our experiments

with large vision models reveal an instability issue in train-

ing. We find that the discrepancy of activation amplitudes

across layers becomes significantly greater in large models.

A closer look at the original architecture reveals that this

is caused by the output of the residual unit directly added

back to the main branch. The result is that the activation

values are accumulated layer by layer, and the amplitudes at

deeper layers are thus significantly larger than those at early

layers. To address this issue, we propose a new normaliza-

tion configuration, called post-norm, which moves the LN

layer from the beginning of each residual unit to the back-

end, as shown in Figure 1. We find this new configuration

produces much milder activation values across the network

layers. We also propose a scaled cosine attention to replace

the previous dot product attention. The scaled cosine at-

tention makes the computation irrelevant to amplitudes of

block inputs, and the attention values are less likely to fall

into extremes. In our experiments, the proposed two tech-

niques not only make the training process more stable but

also improve the accuracy especially for larger models.

Secondly, many downstream vision tasks such as object

detection and semantic segmentation require high resolu-

tion input images or large attention windows. The win-

dow size variations between low-resolution pre-training and

high-resolution fine-tuning can be quite large. The current

common practice is to perform a bi-cubic interpolation of

the position bias maps [15, 35]. This simple fix is some-

what ad-hoc and the result is usually sub-optimal. We in-

troduce a log-spaced continuous position bias (Log-CPB),

which generates bias values for arbitrary coordinate ranges

by applying a small meta network on the log-spaced coordi-

nate inputs. Since the meta network takes any coordinates, a

pre-trained model will be able to freely transfer across win-

dow sizes by sharing weights of the meta network. A critical

design of our approach is to transform the coordinates into

the log-space so that the extrapolation ratio can be low even

when the target window size is significantly larger than that

of pre-training.

The scaling up of model capacity and resolution also

leads to prohibitively high GPU memory consumption with

existing vision models. To resolve the memory issue, we

incorporate several important techniques including zero-

optimizer [42], activation check pointing [7] and a novel im-

plementation of sequential self-attention computation. With

these techniques, the GPU memory consumption of large

models and resolutions is significantly reduced with only

marginal effect on the training speed.

With the above techniques, we successfully trained a 3

billion Swin Transformer model and effectively transferred

it to various vision tasks with image resolution as large as

1,536×1,536, using Nvidia A100-40G GPUs. In our model

pre-training, we also employ self-supervised pre-training to

reduce the dependency on super-huge labeled data. With

40× less labelled data than that in previous practice (JFT-

3B), the 3 billion model achieves the state-of-the-art accu-

racy on a broad range of vision benchmarks. Specifically,

it obtains 84.0% top-1 accuracy on the ImageNet-V2 image

classification validation set [43], 63.1 / 54.4 box / mask AP

on the COCO test-dev set of object detection, 59.9 mIoU

on ADE20K semantic segmentation, and 86.8% top-1 accu-

racy on Kinetics-400 video action classification, which are

+NA%, +4.4/+3.3, +6.3 and +1.9 higher than the best num-

bers in the original Swin Transformers [35,36], and surpass

previous best records by +0.8% ( [65]), +1.8/+1.4 ( [60]),

+1.5 ( [3]) and +1.4% ( [45]).

By scaling up both capacity and resolution of vision

models with strong performance on general vision tasks,

just like a good language model’s performance on general

NLP tasks, we aim to stimulate more research in this di-

rection so that we can eventually close the capacity gap be-

tween vision and language models and facilitate the joint

modeling of the two domains.

2. Related Works

Language networks and scaling up Transformers serve

the standard network since a pioneer work of [52]. The scal-

ing of this architecture started with that, and the progress

was speed up by the findings of effective self-supervised

learning approaches such as masked or auto-regressive lan-

guage modeling [13, 40], and was further encouraged by

the findings of a scaling law [25]. Since then, the ca-

pacities of language models increase dramatically by more

than 1,000 times within a few years, from BERT-340M to

the Megatron-Turing-530B [6, 37, 38, 41] and to the sparse

Switch-Transformer-1.6T [16]. With increased capabilities,

the accuracy on various language benchmarks is also im-

proved significantly. The significantly increased capabili-

ties also encourage the paradigms of zero-shot or few-shot

learning [6], which are closer to how human intelligence

works.

Vision networks and scaling up CNNs for a long

time are the standard computer vision networks [29, 30].

Since AlexNet [29], the architectures become deeper and



larger, which advance various vision tasks significantly, and

largely propel the deep learning wave in computer vision,

e.g., VGG [48], GoogleNet [49], and ResNet [19]. In re-

cent two years, the CNN architectures are further scaled up

to about 1 billion parameters [18, 28], however, the abso-

lute performance is not that encouraging probably, perhaps

due to the modeling power limited by the inductive bias in

the CNN architectures. During the last year, Transformers

started to take over one after another representative vision

benchmarks including the image-level classification bench-

mark of ImageNet-1K [15], the region-level benchmark of

COCO object detection [35], the pixel-level semantic seg-

mentation benchmark of ADE20K [35,67], the video action

classification benchmark of Kinetics-400 [1] and etc. Nu-

merous vision Transformer variants were proposed to im-

prove the accuracy at relatively small scale [9,14,23,31,50,

55,58,61,63,64,66]. However, only a few works attempted

to scale the vision Transformers by leveraging a huge la-

belled image dataset [11, 44, 65], i.e., JFT-3B. The scaled

models are also applied to the image classification problem

only [11, 44, 65].

Transferring across window / kernel resolution For

CNNs, previous works usually fix kernel size during pre-

training and fine-tuning. The global vision Transformers

such as ViT compute attention globally, with the equivalent

attention window size linearly proportional to increased in-

put image resolutions. For local vision Transformer archi-

tectures such as Swin Transformer [35], the window size

can be either made fixed or varied during fine-tuning. Al-

lowing varied window size is more convenient, e.g., to be

divisible by the whole feature maps, and can also help

achieve better accuracy. To deal with varied window size

between pre-training and fine-tuning, a previous common

practice is to use bi-cubic interpolation [15, 35]. In this

paper, we present a log-spaced continuous position bias

approach (Log-CPB), which can more smoothly transfer

model weights pre-trained at low-resolution to deal with

higher-resolution ones.

Study on bias terms In NLP, while absolute position em-

bedding is used in the original Transformer, the relative po-

sition bias approach is later proved beneficial [4, 41]. In

computer vision, the relative position bias approach is even

more commonly used [21,35,61], probably because the spa-

tial relationship of visual signals plays a more important

role for vision modeling. A common practice is to directly

learn the bias values as model weights, while with a few

works studying the bias terms specially [27, 56].

Continuous convolution and variants Our Log-CPB ap-

proach is also related to early works on continuous convolu-

tion and the variants [20, 34, 46, 54], which leverage a meta

network to process irregular data points. Our Log-CPB ap-

proach is inspired by these works, while addressing a differ-

ent problem of transferring relative position biases in vision

Transformers across arbitrary window sizes. We addition-

ally propose log-spaced coordinates to ease the extrapola-

tion issue in transferring between large size variations.

3. Swin Transformer V2

3.1. A Brief Review of Swin Transformer

Swin Transformer is a general-purpose computer vision

backbone, and it achieves strong performance on recogni-

tion tasks of various granularity, including the region-level

object detection, the pixel-level semantic segmentation and

the image-level image classification. The main idea of Swin

Transformer is to introduce several important visual signal

priors into the vanilla Transformer encoder architecture, in-

cluding hierarchy, locality and translation invariance, which

unions the strength of both: the basic Transformer unit pos-

sesses strong modeling capability, and the visual signal pri-

ors make it friendly to a variety of vision tasks.

Normalization configuration It is widely known that the

normalization techniques [2, 24, 51, 57] are crucial in train-

ing deeper architectures as well as stabilizing the training

process. The original Swin Transformer inherits the com-

mon practice in language Transformers and the vanilla ViT

to leverage a pre-normalization configuration, as shown in

Figure 1, without extensive study. In the following subsec-

tions, we will examine this design.

Relative position bias is a key component in the original

Swin Transformer which introduces an additional paramet-

ric bias term accounting for the geometric relationship in

self-attention computation:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = SoftMax(QKT /
√
d+B)V, (1)

where B ∈ R
M2×M2

is the relative position bias term to

each head; Q,K, V ∈ R
M2×d are the query, key and value

matrices; d is the query/key dimension, and M2 is the num-

ber of patches in a window. The relative position bias ac-

counts for relative spatial configurations of visual elements,

and is shown critical in various vision tasks, particularly for

the dense recognition tasks such as object detection.

In Swin Transformer, the relative position along each

axis lies in the range of [−M + 1,M − 1] and the rela-

tive position bias is parameterized as a bias matrix B̂ ∈
R

(2M−1)×(2M−1), and values in B are taken from B̂. When

transferring across different window sizes, the learnt rela-

tive position bias matrix in pre-training is used to initialize

the bias matrix of a different size in fine-tuning by a bi-cubic

interpolation approach.
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Figure 2. Signal Propagation Plot [5, 62] for various model sizes.

The H-size models are trained at a self-supervisied learning stage

and other sizes are trained by the classification task. * indicates

that we use a 40-epoch model before it crashes.

Issues in scaling up model capacity and window reso-

lution We observe two issues in scaling the capacity and

window resolution of Swin Transformer.

• An instability issue when scaling up model capacity.

As shown in Figure 2, when we scale up the original

Swin Transformer model from small to large size, the

activation values at deeper layers grow dramatically.

The discrepancy between layers with the highest and

the lowest amplitudes has reached an extreme of 104.

When we further scale it up to a huge size (658 mil-

lion parameters), it cannot accomplish the training, as

shown in Figure 3.

• Degraded performance when transferring the models

across window resolutions. As shown by the first row

of Table 1, when we directly test the accuracy of a

pre-trained ImageNet-1K model (256 × 256 images

with 8 × 8 window size) on a larger image resolu-

tion and window size by the bi-cubic interpolation ap-

proach, the accuracy significantly drops. It may worth

re-examine the relative position bias approach in the

original Swin Transformer.

In the following subsections, we present techniques to

address the above issues, including post normalization and

scaled cosine attention to address the instability issue, and

a log-spaced continuous position bias approach to address

the issue in transferring across window resolutions.

3.2. Scaling Up Model Capacity

As described in Section 3.1, the original Swin Trans-

former (as well as most vision Transformers) adopts pre-

normalization at the beginning of each block, inheriting

from the vanilla ViT. It is observed with dramatically in-

creased activation values at deeper layers when we scale up
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Figure 3. SwinV1-H versus SwinV2-H in training [59].

the model capacity. In fact, in the pre-normalization config-

uration, the output activation values of each residual block

are directly merged back to the main branch, and the ampli-

tudes of the main branch will be larger and larger at deeper

layers. Large amplitude discrepancy in different layers may

cause a training instability issue.

Post normalization To ease this problem, we propose to

use a post normalization approach instead, as illustrated in

Figure 1. In this approach, the output of each residual block

is normalized before merged back to the main branch, and

the amplitudes of the main branch will not be accumulated

when layers go deeper. As shown in Figure 2, the activation

amplitudes by this approach become much milder than in

the original pre-normalization configuration.

In our largest model training, we additionally introduce a

layer normalization unit on the main branch every 6 Trans-

former blocks, to further stabilize training and the ampli-

tudes.

Scaled cosine attention In the original self-attention

computation, the similarity term of a pixel pair is computed

as a dot product of the query and key vectors. We find

the learnt attention maps of some blocks and heads are fre-

quently dominated by a few pixel pairs when using this ap-

proach for large vision models, particularly in the post-norm

configuration. To ease this issue, we propose a scaled co-

sine attention approach, which computes the attention logit

of a pixel pair i and j by a scaled cosine function:

Sim(qi,kj) = cos(qi,kj)/τ +Bij , (2)

where Bij is the relative position bias between pixel i and j;

τ is a learnable scalar, non-shared across heads and layers.

τ is set larger than 0.01. The cosine function is naturally

normalized, and thus can have milder attention values.

3.3. Scaling Up Window Resolution

In this subsection, we introduce a log-spaced continuous

position bias approach, to make the relative position bias



ImageNet* ImageNet† COCO ADE20k

method
W8, I256

top-1 acc

W12, I384

top-1 acc

W16, I512

top-1 acc

W20, I640

top-1 acc

W24, I768

top-1 acc

W16

APbox

W32

APbox

W16

mIoU

W20

mIoU

W32

mIoU

Parameterized position bias [35] 81.7 79.4/82.7 77.2/83.0 73.2/83.2 68.7/83.2 50.8 50.9 45.5 45.8 44.5

Linear-Spaced CPB
81.7

(+0.0)

82.0/82.9

(+2.6/+0.2)

81.2/83.3

(+4.0/+0.3)

79.8/83.6

(+6.6/+0.4)

77.6/83.7

(+8.9/+0.5)

50.9

(+0.1)

51.7

(+0.8)

47.0

(+1.5)

47.4

(+1.6)

47.2

(+2.7)

Log-Spaced CPB
81.8

(+0.1)

82.4/83.2

(+3.0/+0.5)

81.7/83.8

(+4.5/+0.8)

80.4/84.0

(+7.2/+0.8)

79.1/84.2

(+10.4/+1.0)

51.1

(+0.3)

51.8

(+0.9)

47.0

(+1.5)

47.7

(+1.9)

47.8

(+3.3)

Table 1. Comparison of different position bias computation approaches using Swin-T. * indicates the top-1 accuracy on ImageNet-1k

trained from scratch. The models in * column will be used for testing on the ImageNet-1K image classification task using larger im-

age/window resolutions, marked by †. For these results, we report both the results w.o./with fine-tuning. These models are also used for

fine-tuning on COCO object detection and ADE20K semantic segmentation tasks.

smoothly transferable across window resolution.

Continuous relative position bias Instead of directly op-

timizing the parameterized biases, the continuous position

bias approach adopts a small meta network on the relative

coordinates:

B(∆x,∆y) = G(∆x,∆y), (3)

where G is a small network, e.g., a 2-layer MLP with a

ReLU activation in between by default.

The meta network G generates bias values for arbitrary

relative coordinates, and thus can be naturally transferred

to fine-tuning tasks with arbitrarily varied window sizes. In

inference, the bias value at each relative position can be pre-

computed and stored as model parameters, such that it is the

same convenient at inference than the original parameter-

ized bias approach.

Log-spaced coordinates When transferred across largely

varied window sizes, there will be a large portion of relative

coordinate range requiring extrapolation. To ease this issue,

we propose to use the log-spaced coordinates instead of the

original linear-spaced ones:

∆̂x = sign(x) · log(1 + |∆x|),
∆̂y = sign(y) · log(1 + |∆y|),

(4)

where ∆x, ∆y and ∆̂x, ∆̂y are the linear-scaled and log-

spaced coordinates, respectively.

By log-spaced coordinates, when we transfer relative po-

sition biases across window resolution, the required extrap-

olation ratio will be much less than that of using the orig-

inal linear-spaced coordinates. For an example of transfer-

ring from a pre-trained 8 × 8 window size to a fine-tuned

16 × 16 window size, using the original coordinates, the

input coordinate range will be from [−7, 7] × [−7, 7] to

[−15, 15]×[−15, 15]. The extrapolation ratio is 8
7 = 1.14×

of the original range. Using log-spaced coordinates, the in-

put range will be from [−2.079, 2.079] × [−2.079, 2.079]

to [−2.773, 2.773] × [−2.773, 2.773]. The extrapolation

ratio is 0.33× of the original range, which is an about 4

times smaller extrapolation ratio than that using the original

linear-spaced coordinates.

Table 1 compares the transferring performance of dif-

ferent position bias computation approaches. It can be

seen that the log-spaced CPB (continuous position bias)

approach performs best, particularly when transferred to

larger window size.

3.4. Other Implementation

Implementation to save GPU memory Another issue

lies in the unaffordable GPU memory consumption with a

regular implementation when both the capacity and resolu-

tion are large. To facility the memory issue, we adopt the

following implementations:

• Zero-Redundancy Optimizer (ZeRO) [42]. Regular

optimizer implementations for the data-parallel mode

broadcast model parameters and optimization states to

every GPU or a master node. This is very unfriendly

for large models, for example, a model of 3 billion

parameters will consume 48G GPU memory when an

AdamW optimizer and fp32 weights/states are used.

By a ZeRO optimizer, the model parameters and the

corresponding optimization states will be divided and

distributed to multiple GPUs, and thus the memory

consumption is significantly reduced. We adopt the

DeepSpeed framework and use the ZeRO stage-1 op-

tion in our experiments. This optimization has little

affect on training speed.

• Activation check-pointing [7]. The feature maps in

Transformer layers also consume a lot of GPU mem-

ory, which can constitute a bottleneck when the image

and window resolution is high. This optimization will

reduce training speed by at most 30%.

• Sequential self-attention computation. To train

large-scale models on very large resolutions, e.g.,

1,536×1,536 images with a 32×32 window size, even



after employing the above two optimization strategies,

it is still unaffordable for regular GPUs (40GB mem-

ory). We find the self-attention modules constitute a

bottleneck in this case. To ease this issue, we im-

plement the self-attention computation sequentially,

instead of using the previous batch computation ap-

proach. This optimization is applied on layers in the

first two stages, and has little affect on the overall train-

ing speed.

By these implementations, we manage to train a 3B

model using Nvidia A100-40G GPUs for both COCO

object detection with an input image resolution of

1,536×1,536, and on Kinetics-400 action classification

with an input resolution of 320× 320× 8.

Joining with a self-supervised approach Larger model

is more data hungry. To address the data hungry issue, pre-

vious large vision models usually either leverage huge la-

belled data such as JFT-3B [11, 44, 65] or self-supervised

pre-training [18]. In this work, we combine both strategies:

on the one hand, we moderately enlarge the ImageNet-22K

datasets by 5 times to reach 70 million images with noisy

labels; while this data scale is still far behind that of JFT-

3B, we additionally employ a self-supervised learning ap-

proach [59] to better exploit this data. By combining the

two strategies, we train a strong Swin Transformer model

of 3 billion parameters, and achieve the state-of-the-art ac-

curacy on several representative vision benchmarks.

3.5. Model configurations

We maintain the stage, block, and channel settings of

the original Swin Transformer for 4 configurations of Swin

Transformer V2:

• SwinV2-T: C = 96, layer numbers = {2, 2, 6, 2}

• SwinV2-S: C = 96, layer numbers ={2, 2, 18, 2}

• SwinV2-B: C = 128, layer numbers ={2, 2, 18, 2}

• SwinV2-L: C = 192, layer numbers ={2, 2, 18, 2}

with C the channel number of hidden layers in the first

stage.

We further scale up Swin Transformer V2 to its huge size

and giant size, with 658 million parameters and 3 billion

parameters, respectively:

• SwinV2-H: C = 352, layer numbers = {2, 2, 18, 2}

• SwinV2-G: C = 512, layer numbers = {2, 2, 42, 2}

For SwinV2-H and SwinV2-G, we further introduce a layer

normalization unit on the main branch every 6 layers. To

save experimental time, we only employ SwinV2-G for the

large-scale experiments on various vision tasks. SwinV2-

H is employed for our another parallel study on self-

supervised learning [59].

4. Experiments

4.1. Tasks and Datasets

We conduct experiments on ImageNet-1K image classi-

fication (V1 and V2) [12, 43], COCO object detection [33],

and ADE20K semantic segmentation [68]. For the 3B

model experiments, we also report its accuracy on Kinetics-

400 video action recognition [26].

• Image classification. ImageNet-1K V1 and V2 val are

employed [12, 43] for evaluation. ImageNet-22K [12]

which has 14M images and 22K categories is option-

ally employed for pre-training. A privately collected

ImageNet-22K-ext dataset with 70M images with a du-

plicate removal process for IN-1K V1/V2 images [39]

is used for pre-training our largest model.

• Object detection. COCO [33] is used for evaluation.

For our largest model experiments, we employ the Ob-

ject 365 v2 dataset [47] for detection pre-training af-

ter the image classifcation pre-traiing and before fine-

tuning on COCO.

• Semantic segmentation. ADE20K [68] is used.

• Video action classification. Kinetics-400 (K400) [26]

is used in evaluation.

The pre-training and fine-tuning settings will be detailed

in Appendix.

4.2. Scaling Up Experiments

We first present the results on various representative vi-

sual benchmarks by scaling up models to 3 billion parame-

ters and to high image/window resolutions.

Settings for SwinV2-G experiments A smaller 192×192
image resolution is adopted in pre-training to save the

training cost. We employ a 2-step pre-training approach.

Firstly, the model is pre-trained using a self-supervised ap-

proach [59] on the ImageNet-22K-ext dataset for 20 epochs.

Secondly, the model is further pre-trained for 30 epochs us-

ing the classification task on this dataset. The pre-training

and fine-tuning settings will be detailed in Appendix.

In the following paragraphs, we report the accuracy of

SwinV2-G on representative vision benchmarks. Note since

our main goal is to explore how to feasibly scale up model

capacity and window resolution, and whether the vision

tasks can benefit from significantly larger capacity, we did

not particularly align complexities or pre-training data in

comparisons.



ImageNet-1K image classification results Table 2 com-

pares the SwinV2-G model with previous largest/best vi-

sion models on ImageNet-1K V1 and V2 classification.

SwinV2-G is the largest among all previous dense vision

models. It achieves 84.0% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet V2

benchmark, which is +0.7% higher than previous best one

(83.3%). Nevertheless, our accuracy on ImageNet-1K V1

is marginally lower (90.17% vs 90.88%). The performance

difference might come from different degrees of dataset

over-tuning [43]. Also note we employ much less training

iterations and lower image resolution than previous works,

while performs strong.

We also compare the SwinV2-B and SwinV2-L to the

original SwinV1-B and SwinV1-L, respectively, where a

+0.8% and +0.4% gains are observed. The shrinked gain by

SwinV2-L than that of SwinV2-B may imply more labelled

data, stronger regularization, or advanced self-supervised

learning approaches are required if beyond this size.

COCO object detection results Table 3 compares the

SwinV2-G model with previous best results on COCO

object detection and instance segmentation. It achieves

63.1/54.4 box/max AP on COCO test-dev, which is +1.8/1.4

higher than previous best number (61.3/53.0 by [60]). This

indicates scaling up vision model is beneficial for the dense

vision recognition task of object detection. Our approach

can use a different window size at test to additionally bring

gains, probably attributed to the effective Log-spaced CPB

approach.

ADE20K semantic segmentation results Table 4 com-

pares the SwinV2-G model with previous best results on

ADE20K semantic segmentation benchmark. It achieves

59.9 mIoU on ADE20K val set, which is +1.5 higher than

the previous best number (58.4 by [3]). This indicates

scaling up vision model is beneficial for pixel-level vision

recognition tasks. Using a larger window size at test time

can additionally bring +0.2 gains, probably attributed to the

effective Log-spaced CPB approach.

Kinetics-400 video action classification results Table 5

compares the SwinV2-G model with previous best results

on the Kinetics-400 action classification benchmark. It

achieves 86.8% top-1 accuracy, which is +1.4% higher than

previous best number [45]. This indicates scaling up vision

model is beneficial for video recognition tasks also. In this

scenario, using a larger window size at test time can also

additionally bring gains (+0.2%), probably attributed to the

effective Log-spaced CPB approach.

4.3. Ablation Study

Ablation on post-norm and scaled cosine attention Ta-

ble 6 ablates the performance of applying the proposed post-

norm and scaled cosine attention approaches to the original

Swin Transformer approaches. Both techniques improve

the accuracy at all of the tiny, small and base size, and

the overall improvements are +0.2%, +0.4% and +0.5% re-

spectively, indicating the techniques are more beneficial for

larger models.

More importantly, the combination of post-norm and

scaled cosine attention stabilize the training. As shown in

Figure 2, while the activation values at deeper layers for the

original Swin Transformer are almost exploded at large (L)

size, those of the new version have much milder behavior.

On a huge size model, the self-supervised pre-training [59]

diverges using the original Swin Transformer, while it trains

well by a Swin Transformer V2 model.

Scaling up window resolution by different approaches

Table 1 ablates the performance of 3 approaches by scaling

window resolutions from the 256 × 256 in pre-training to

larger sizes in 3 down-stream vision tasks of ImageNet-1K

image classification, COCO object detection, and ADE20K

semantic segmentation, respectively. It can be seen: 1)

different approaches have similar accuracy in pre-training

(81.7%-81.8%); 2) when transferred to down-sream tasks,

the two continuous position bias (CPB) approaches perform

consistently better than the parameterzied position bias ap-

proach used in the original Swin Transformer. The log-

spaced version is marginally better compared to the linear-

spaced approach; 3) the larger the resolution change be-

tween pre-training and fine-tuning, the larger the benefit by

the proposed log-spaced CPB approach.

In Table 1, we also report the accuracy on the targeted

window resolutions without fine-tuning (see the first num-

ber for each column in the ImageNet-1K experiments). It

can be seen that the recognition accuracy maintains not bad

even when the window size is enlarged from 8 to 24 (78.9%

versus 81.8%), while that of the original approach degrades

significantly from 81.7% to 68.7%. Also note that without

fine-tuning, using a window size of 12 that the pre-trained

model has never seen can even outperforms that at the origi-

nal accuracy by +0.4%. This indicates that we may improve

the accuracy through test-time window adjustment, which is

also observed by Table 3, 4 and 5.

5. Conclusion

We have presented techniques for scaling Swin Trans-

former up to 3 billion parameters and making it capable of

training with images of up to 1,536×1,536 resolution, in-

cluding the post-norm and scaled cosine attention to make

the model easier to be scaled up in capacity, as well a log-

spaced continuous relative position bias approach which

lets the model more effectively transferred across window

resolutions. The adapted architecture is named Swin Trans-

former V2, and by scaling up capacity and resolution, it



Method param
pre-train

images

pre-train

length (#im)

pre-train

im size

pre-train

time

fine-tune

im size

ImageNet-1K-V1

top-1 acc

ImaegNet-1K-V2

top-1 acc

SwinV1-B 88M IN-22K-14M 1.3B 2242
<30† 3842 86.4 76.58

SwinV1-L 197M IN-22K-14M 1.3B 2242
<10† 3842 87.3 77.46

ViT-G [65] 1.8B JFT-3B 164B 2242
>30k 5182 90.45 83.33

V-MoE [44] 14.7B* JFT-3B - 2242 16.8k 5182 90.35 -

CoAtNet-7 [11] 2.44B JFT-3B - 2242 20.1k 5122 90.88 -

SwinV2-B 88M IN-22K-14M 1.3B 1922
<30† 3842 87.1 78.08

SwinV2-L 197M IN-22K-14M 1.3B 1922
<20† 3842 87.7 78.31

SwinV2-G 3.0B IN-22K-ext-70M 3.5B 1922
<0.5k† 6402 90.17 84.00

Table 2. Comparison with previous largest vision models on ImageNet-1K V1 and V2 classification. * indicates the sparse model; the

“pre-train time” column is measured by the TPUv3 core days with numbers copied from the original papers. † That of SwinV2-G is

estimated according to training iterations and FLOPs.

Method
train

I(W) size

test

I(W) size

mini-val (AP) test-dev (AP)

box mask box mask

CopyPaste [17] 1280(-) 1280(-) 57.0 48.9 57.3 49.1

SwinV1-L [35] 800(7) ms(7) 58.0 50.4 58.7 51.1

YOLOR [53] 1280(-) 1280(-) - - 57.3 -

CBNet [32] 1400(7) ms(7) 59.6 51.8 60.1 52.3

DyHead [10] 1200(-) ms(-) 60.3 - 60.6 -

SoftTeacher [60] 1280(12) ms(12) 60.7 52.5 61.3 53.0

SwinV2-L

(HTC++)
1536(32)

1100(32) 58.8 51.1 - -

1100 (48) 58.9 51.2 - -

ms (48) 60.2 52.1 60.8 52.7

SwinV2-G

(HTC++)
1536(32)

1100(32) 61.7 53.3 - -

1100 (48) 61.9 53.4 - -

ms (48) 62.5 53.7 63.1 54.4

Table 3. Comparison with previous best results on COCO object

detection and instance segmentation. I(W) indicates the image and

window size. ms indicate multi-scale testing is employed.

Method train I(W) size test I(W) size mIoU

SwinV1-L [35] 640(7) 640(7) 53.5*

Focal-L [61] 640(40) 640(40) 55.4*

CSwin-L [14] 640(40) 640(40) 55.7*

MaskFormer [8] 640(7) 640(7) 55.6*

FaPN [22] 640(7) 640(7) 56.7*

BEiT [3] 640(40) 640(40) 58.4*

SwinV2-L

(UperNet)
640(40) 640(40) 55.9*

SwinV2-G

(UperNet)
640(40)

640(40) 59.1

896 (56) 59.3

896 (56) 59.9*

Table 4. Comparison with previous best results on ADE20K se-

mantic segmentation. * indicates multi-scale testing is used.

sets new recordson four representative vision benchmarks:

84.0% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet-V2 image classifica-

tion, 63.1/54.4 box/mask mAP on COCO object detection,

59.9 mIoU onADE20K semantic segmentation, and 86.8%

top-1 accuracy on Kinetics-400 video action classification.

By these strong results, we hope to stimulate more research

in this direction so that we can eventually close the capacity

Method train I(W) size test I(W) size views top-1

ViViT [1] -(-) -(-) 4×3 84.8

SwinV1-L [36]
480×480×16

(12×12×8)

480×480×16

(12×12×8)
10×5 84.9

TokenLearner [45]
256×256×64

(8×8×64)

256×256×64

(8×8×64)
4×3 85.4

Video-SwinV2-G
320×320×8

(20×20×8)

320×320×8

(20×20×8)
1×1 83.2

384×384×8

(24×24×8)
1×1 83.4

384×384×8

(24×24×8)
4×5 86.8

Table 5. Comparison with previous best results on Kinetics-400

video action classification.

Backbone post-norm
scaled cosine

attention

ImageNet

top-1 acc

Swin-T

81.5

X 81.6

X X 81.7

Swin-S

83.2

X 83.3

X X 83.6

Swin-B

83.6

X 83.8

X X 84.1

Table 6. Ablation on post-norm and cosine attention.

ImageNet* ImageNet†

Backbone L-CPB W8, I256 W12, I384 W16, I512

SwinV2-S
83.7 81.8/84.5 79.4/84.9

X 83.7 84.1/84.8 82.9/85.4

SwinV2-B
84.1 82.9/85.0 81.0/85.3

X 84.2 84.5/85.1 83.8/85.6

Table 7. Ablation on Log-CPB using different model sizes.

gap between vision and language models and facilitate the

joint modeling of the two domains.
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